This collection of art was made for our patients, by our patients, and made possible by the Artists-in-Residence of the Creative Arts Program.

The very act of coloring can be a form of meditation. Making art helps to distract and concentrate on something positive.

Coloring in the lines is not required.

Inspired?
Share your artwork with us on Facebook at Facebook.com/creativeartsprogram or drop us an email at arts@childrens.harvard.edu.
Our Mission:
The Creative Arts Program at Boston Children’s Hospital provides engaging, innovative, and uplifting experiences that support an integrated approach to care for the many diverse families and communities we serve.

Creative Arts Program
Since 1996 the arts have been used at Boston Children’s to enhance physical and emotional healing, transform the hospital environment, and provide opportunities for expression.

Our Programs
- Artist-in-Residence
- Music Therapy
- Child Life Art Cart
- Art Parties
- Concert Series
- Art Galleries
- Touring Exhibitions
- Volunteer Art Programs
- Museum Partnerships (MFA Boston and ICA Boston)
- Collaborations with local artists, camp programs, and arts organizations

For any questions about the Creative Arts Program, contact Miranda Guardiani, Creative Arts Program Administration Manager, at arts@childrens.harvard.edu or call (617) 355-7506.

Learn more about our programs at www.childrenshospital.org/art

Follow us on Facebook at www.facebook.com/creativeartsprogram
It's All About the Art.

drawn by: Bailey, age 14
COLOR IN THE WHALE

drawn by: Lauren, age 10
WHAT IS THE FISH SAYING?

drawn by: Dylan, age 24
YOUR TURN! ★ GET CREATIVE!

★ Inspired?
Share your artwork with us on Facebook at Facebook.com/creativeartsprogram or drop us an email at arts@childrens.harvard.edu.
COLOR IN THE
MANDALA
drawn by: Gianna, age 12
Mandala Instructions:

Mandala is a meditation symbol that literally means “circle.” Mandalas can be found in many cultures. Concentration on its form can help relaxation just by letting your eyes follow the circular design.

Inspired?

Share your artwork with us on Facebook at Facebook.com/creativeartsprogram or drop us an email at arts@childrens.harvard.edu.
YOUR TURN!

DRAW YOUR OWN MANDALA:

drawn by: Breandan, age 8
What's out your window?

drawn by: Jamie, age 17
Your Turn!

Decorate the room!

drawn by: Nick, age 12
Who?  Who?  Who?
Farley

flower

loves

the sun!
Bitsy Butterfly Zips On By

Timmy Turtle Takes It Slow
drawn by: Shiyannah, age 7
YOUR TURN! ★ GET CREATIVE!

Inspired?
Share your artwork with us on Facebook at Facebook.com/creativeartsprogram or drop us an email at arts@childrens.harvard.edu.
Ricky Raccoon

drawn by: Dylan, age 24
WHERE I LIVE:

Write about or draw where you live. Do you live in a city? a farm? a desert? a boat?

drawn by: Brianna, age 11
LET'S GO FOR A DRIVE!

drawn by: Hamad, age 15
YOUR TURN!

DECORATE THE CAR:

drawn by: Hamad, age 15
YOUR TURN! ★ GET CREATIVE!

★ Inspired?
Share your artwork with us on Facebook at Facebook.com/creativeartsprogram or drop us an email at arts@childrens.harvard.edu.
Bunny loves carrots!
drawn by: Shiyannah, age 7
SNUGGLE UP WITH YOUR PET!

drawn by: Mahra, age 5
FETCH
!!!
drawn by: Shiyannah, age 7
Your turn!

Share your artwork with us on Facebook at Facebook.com/creativeartsprogram or drop us an email at arts@childrens.harvard.edu.
YOUR TURN!

Inspired?

Share your artwork with us on Facebook at Facebook.com/creativeartsprogram or drop us an email at arts@childrens.harvard.edu.
YOUR TURN!

Inspired?
Share your artwork with us on Facebook at Facebook.com/creativeartsprogram or drop us an email at arts@childrens.harvard.edu.
GET CREATIVE!
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